
ONLINE HELP CHAT JOBS

Here are the 35 legit companies offering email chat support jobs customer support jobs from home or online chat
representative jobs and.

Because all communication is done via the internet, these jobs frequently allow employees to work from
home. And, you can also help answer the questions of other prospective clients too. In addition to chat and
phone support, you might even have the opportunity to communicate through text messages or Facebook
Messenger. Even if hour support is not provided, hours still are likely to be flexible. Although Talk2Rep has
locations in the U. Again, BLS does not specifically track chat jobs, but customer service call center jobs,
which are most similar, are expected to increase by 36 percent, which is considerably greater than the average
for all industries. Many positions are available with the company, some phone-based, some chat-based, some
at call centers, and some from home. The initial application process only takes 30 minutes to complete and up
to two days to review your profile information. Most customer service chat jobs do not require any more than
a high school diploma, though some jobs may require some experience or knowledge in their specific fields.
Your search results will populate with local and national companies that need remote chat agents. You can
begin chatting with customers in five days from your application date and you can set your own schedule.
Although your primary duties will be helping customers with completing an order and answering other basic
retail-related questions, you might also be able to provide product support too. Also, you might be required to
have a college degree or previous customer service experience to qualify for certain positions. The U. Instead,
you might respond to social media comments or answer questions through online chat or messaging apps.
Your potential chat responsibilities might include helping prospective Site5 clients and providing technical
support to existing clients. As Apple employees, at-home advisers typically are expected to work regular
schedules with fixed hours. Convergys, though, is unlike Apple in that it is not specific to one brand or type of
product. You can work from any private location with a high-speed internet connection, which also makes
ModSquad more flexible than other chat support companies that might require you to periodically visit their
regional office. InboxDollars : Get paid to watch videos, complete surveys, shop and more. You can work
part-time and get involved with non-sales conversations. Talk2Rep Talk2Rep will hire you to either be a sales
chat agent or a customer service representative.


